Hello Elsieheba,
I briefly discussed this with Scott this morning, and we believe this is a good compromise. We will brainstorm locations and will get back to you by the end of the week.

I would also like to inform you that we are in the works for reserving City Hall for the second Saturday (21st) in the afternoon and will be working out some possible schedules for performances, food, programming, etc. and would love your input.

As for updates on other locations of art, we are in the process of finalizing placements with other city staff and I can keep you in the loop as that progresses. Attached is the latest proposal.

Finally, below is a list of needed information. Once we receive complete proposals and have worked through these with city staff for approval, we can process payments. I will be backdating invoices to speed up the process.

- Information needed:
  - Jim Snowden
    - Draft 2 of text
    - Statement explaining proposal
  - Marylin Montufar
    - Proposal with sketch
    - Installation method: magnetics may not be possible - this is based on the current proposed location on the second-floor catwalk between police and old photographs of Bellevue
  - Erin Shigaki
    - Bio
    - Headshot
    - Statement
    - Proposal with finalized text and sketch
  - Khadija Tarver
    - Statement
    - Finalized text and more exact sizes of stacked stones
  - Storme Webber
    - Proposal with sketch including finalized text and written description with materials, dimensions, specks
    - Statement
  - Tuan Nguyen
    - Proposal with finalized text and installation specs

- Information needed for all artists – this is not required for the proposal but will be needed in August. The sooner, the better.
  - Insurance Values
  - Artwork Titles
Hi Scott,

Jim sent me an new draft of his piece and I think it’s a great compromise. He is doing one small edit for me and I’ll send it over. That being said, I chatted with Ben yesterday and I think vinyl is the wrong application for this piece.

I would like to explore printing them as letters and having a place for people to grab them. Would there be a site that we could have a one of the display boxes that hold literature like house listings? See below image.
This will get us away from having to get permits. And I think the piece begs for a more personal experience.

Let me know. I’m open to sites outside if City Hall if possible. I know that’s not the goal but it might be easier.

Liz
Sent from my iPhone